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1. INTRODUC~TION 
Systems of birth and death processes with mean field interaction have 
been used to model a class of chemical reactions (cf. Nicolis and Prigogine 
[15]). Information about the behavior of such systems can be obtained by 
studying the limiting case as the system size tends to infinity. This law of 
large numbers limit leads to a deterministic dynamical system. In addition 
the study of the fluctuations around this limiting deterministic dynamics 
leads to the centrul limit theorem. Both the law of large numbers and the 
central limit theorem for systems of diffusion processes have been studied 
extensively in recent years by a number of authors. Some of the main 
results are reviewed in Dawson and Gartner [5]. For birth and death 
systems with mean-field interaction, Shiga and Tanaka [18] obtained 
results concerning the law of large numbers and central limit theorem 
under the assumption of bounded birth and death rates. The limiting 
deterministic dynamics in this case is described by a nonlinear master 
equation. Recently Feng and Zheng [61 established the existence and 
uniqueness of the solutions of a class of nonlinear master equations with 
unbounded rates. The solution is obtained as the limit of the empirical 
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measure processes which in turn are dominated by a class of linear master 
equations. Since many of the usual models considered in the literature 
such as the Schlogl models have unbounded jump rates it is of interest to 
investigate the law of large numbers and central limit theorem in this 
situation; this is the main objective of this paper. 
We begin with some notation to be used and a description of the system 
of birth and death processes. Let S be a Polish space, b(S) denote all 
bounded functions on S, and 9(S) denote all probability measures on S. 
For T 2 0, D,(S) denotes the space of functions from [O, T] to S that are 
right-continuous and have left limits furnished with the Skorohod topol- 
ogy, and Yr(X) denotes &X(s): 0 5 s I Tj, the smallest a-field gener- 
ated by {X(s): 0 I t I T}, where X(t, 01 = X,(w) = o(t), w E D,(S). 
Q = [q(i, j)li,jEZ+ is a conservative totally stable Q-matrix defining a 
Markov jump process. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that u E 9(D,(Z+)) is a q-solution if u is 
Markovian in the sense of McKean, and it is the solution of the nonlinear 
martingale problem associated with 
ww = c 4 vww -.wl + IlwMf(~ + 1) -f(x)1 
cYEZ+ 
(1.1) 
for f E b(Z+), and 
u(t) = wx-l(t), Ilu( ‘)I11 = c u( t, x)x. (1.2) 
XEZ, 
This can be reformulated more conveniently as follows. For each 
x,x’, y E Z,, define 
i 
4(X,Y) +x’, Y =x + 1, 
Q<x,x’,Y) = q(x,y), y#x,y#x+l, (1.3) 
0, Y =x7 
and for each p E S(Z+) with Jxp(&) < CQ, define 
Q,(x,y) = /, Q<x,x’, Y)cL(&‘). 
+ 
It is easy to verify that 
(1.4) 
W(x) = I, Q,,&JY)[W) - 4(x)1 w Ef(Z.1. (l-5) + 
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If u is a q-solution, then it follows that u(t) is a solution of the following 
weak-type nonlinear master equation 
du(f) - = (u(t),Q,,,,dh 
dt 4 Ef(Z.1, (1.6) 
where f(Z+) denotes the set of functions on Z, with finite support. 
This system was proposed by G. Nicolis and I. Prigogine [15] as a 
mean-field model of a chemical reaction with spatial diffusion. It will play 
the same role as nonlinear diffusions play in the study of diffusions with 
mean-field interaction. The existence and uniqueness of q-solutions were 
obtained by Feng and Zheng [6]. They proved that if q(i, j) = 0 if j < 0 or 
if i - j @ A, where A is a finite subset of the integers Z,, and q(-, . + a) 
is a polynomial of degree m for each (Y E A and for any n 2 1, there 
exists M(n) 2 0, h(n) 2 1 such that 
C q(i, j)(j” - i”) I M(n) + A(n) for all i E Z,, (1.7) 
ieZ+ 
then q-solutions exist. Furthermore, if 
M:=sup{g(j,,j,):j,>j, 20,jl,jZEZ+} <a, (1.8) 
where 
g(jl,j2) = 2 C {(q(.L,& + k) - s(jlil + k))+ 
k#O 
+(4(j2,jl - k) - 4(jl,2jl -j, - k))+ 
+(4(jl,.i2 + k) - 4(.&,2j, -.il + k))+]k(j, -j,)-‘, (1.9) 
then the q-solution is unique. In addition, in this case the nonlinear 
mean-field equation (1.6) has a unique solution. Equations (1.8) and (1.9) 
were first introduced by Chen [3] to prove the uniqueness for a class of 
infinite particle systems. They contain many examples such as the linear 
growth model, the Schlogl models, and the autocatalytic reaction model. 
In the present paper, we will assume that every Q matrix satisfies (1.7), 
(1.8), and (1.9). 
Heuristically the matrix Q defines an integer-valued Markov process 
modelling the number of particles of a chemical species in one cell. A 
macroscopic system can then be viewed as a set of cells communicating via 
spatial diffusion (cf. Nicolis and Prigogine [15] for more details). In our 
setting this is modelled by a system of birth and death processes with 
mean-field interaction. 
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We define the A’ cell system by the generator 
R’=q(77) = E c 4(9(+7(x) + wb-/ + iex) -fb?)l 
x=1 igz, 
+xgl ;y+~ [fb + ex) --WI I 1 (1.10) 
for f E b(Z,“-‘?, n E ZT”, where e, E Zy”, e,(y) = 6(x, y) for X, y E 
0,2, * * -, JP’}. Using the notation of (1.3) this becomes 
b %f(zY), (1.11) 
where A~v(x,, . . . , x,) = cp(~,, . . . , Xi-l, y, x~+~, . . . , x,) - 
cp(x,, . . . , XN). 
In Yan and Li [23] and Yan and Chen [241, it was proved under (1.7) 
that there exists a Markov process 
with distribution P(X) E S(D,(Z,“Jy)>, and PcN) is the unique solution 
to the martingale problem associated with a(M). We call this system the 
exchangeable &cell system; 
U.(w, A) := Jr1 &q&4) 
j=l 
is the empirical probability measure on DJZ+). It will play the same role 
as the empirical probability measures in the study of interacting diIfusion 
mean-field models. 
In the present paper, we study the law of large numbers and central 
limit theorem for U,. The law of large numbers is given by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf 
U./v(O) + U(O) weakly, (1.12) 
/ Xm+2U(0, dr) < w, 
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and 
sup E PC”“) 
[ 
M-l &yyo$ < KJ, 
M i=l 1 (1.13) 
then U, converges in the sense of weak convergence of measure-valued 
stochastic processes to the unique (deterministic) solution of the nonlinear 
master equation (1.6). 
Fluctuations from the mean-field limit have been studied from two 
viewpoints which yield complementary versions of the central limit theo- 
rem. In the first viewpoint, developed by Tanaka [21] and Sznitman [19] for 
diffusion mean-field models, the basic object is the empirical random 
measure on the space of trajectories associated with the N-particle system. 
In particular the central limit theorem is formulated for functionals on the 
space of trajectories. This form of central limit theorem was established 
for jump mean-field models with bounded rates by Shiga and Tanaka [18] 
and is extended to the case of unbounded rates in Theorem 1.2 below. 
Given the N-particle system one can also associate a signed measure-val- 
ued process describing the time evolution of the fluctuations of the 
empirical measure from the mean-field limit and this is the basic object in 
the second viewpoint. This approach was developed for diffusion mean-field 
models by Hitsuda and Mitoma [8] and Mitoma [14] and is formulated for 
jump mean-field models in Theorem 1.3 below. Since the sequence of 
signed measure-valued processes is not tight this formulation requires that 
the fluctuation process must be recast as a process taking values in an 
appropriate nuclear space of generalized functions. 
To formulate the central limit theorem, we need some additional 
notation. For each w E Dr(Z+), 0 I t _< T and A c Z,, let 
M(t,A,w) = #( s: w(s) EA, w(s) f w(s -), s I t), (1.14) 
20, A,w) = (Qu&+), A) ds, (1.15) 
and 
JP(t,A,w) =JY(t,A,w) -2(t,A,w). 
For each (0, w’) E D,(Z+) x D,(Z+), set 
(1.16) 
a(w,w’) = /, JO $(w’(s -),w(s -),Y) - l)&ds,dy,w’), 
+ . 
(1.17) 
where q,k x’, Y) = Q<x, x’, dy)/Q,&, dy). 
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Later in Section 3, we prove that a(o, w’) is square integrable with 
respect to u x U. Then there corresponds a Hilbert-Schmidt operator A 
on L2,(D,(Z+>, u), 
Af$(w) = /, (z 
T + 
)+‘~‘)4(44d~‘). (1.18) 
Note that L&, U) is a separable complex Hilbert space. Then it is 
shown that I - A is an invertible operator. 
We now state the central limit theorem in the sense of fdd convergence. 
Let 
where & = 4 - (u, 4) and (CL, 4) = /D,(z+,4(~)~(d~) for each P E 
LND,(Z+)). 
THEOREM 1.2. {J,(4): 4 E L*(D,(Z+), u)) converges as n -+ ~0 to a 
centered Gaussian field (l,(4): d, E L*(D,(Z+), u)} satisfying 
in the sense of convergence of finite dimensional distributions. 
In the case in which 4(x, x’) (A C&x, x’, y)) is bounded, the theorem 
was proved by T. Shiga and H. Tanaka [18]. Although q(x, x’) is un- 
bounded in our case, the proof is nevertheless based on their paper. 
Let 2, = (4: CnEZ+ (1 + n2)pl+(n)12 < cQ} and 9= fJ,d. Clearly, 9 
is a nuclear space. 9’ denotes the dual space of 9. Obviously for each 
n 2 1, we consider l, L &(U, - u) as an /‘-valued process. Now we 
are in the position to state the second form of the central limit theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. {ln: n 2 11 converges in the sense of weak convergence of 
probability measures on D,(S’>. 
Since Theorem 1.2 yields the convergence of the finite dimensional 
distributions of the sequence {,, the proof of Theorem 1.3 only requires 
that the tightness condition on D,<S’> be verified. This is carried out in 
Section 4 with the aid of a very powerful tightness criterion which was 
recently established by D. Aldous [l]. 
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2. LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin with the 
tightness of {U,, n 2 1). Obviously, U,(t, A) is the proportion of the 
particles of the process X’“) in the set A at time t. Then U,<*, * > is a 
Markov process with state space gD(Z+). Sufficient conditions for the 
tightness of (U,, IZ 2 1) are (cf. Roelly-Coppoletta [17]) 
03) 
sup sup E ‘-‘“)((U,(t), I&>) < 00, k = 1,2 ,..., m, (2.1) 
n t<T 
(Tii) for each i, j E Z,, (U,(*), I,), (U,(e), Zi + Zj> are weakly com- 
pact in the topology of weak convergence of probability measures on 
D&7’), where Zi denotes the indicator of i. 
In order to prove (U,(.), Zi> are weakly compact, it suffices to prove 
(cf. Holley and Stroock [9]) 
(Tiii) for each 77 > 0 and i E Z,, there exists M > 0 such that 
inf Pen) (sup(U,(t),Zi) <M) > l-q, uniformlyini, (2.2) 
II21 flT 
and 
(Tiv) for each T > 0, E > 0, 
where 
& supP’“‘(G,T(E) I 6) = 0, 
n 
(2.3) 
a:(.~) = min(T,(w) - ~~-i(w): 1 In I J&.(w)}, (2.4) 
sJ(w) = min{n: TJW) > T), (2.5) 
and 
T&y w) = 0, 
T@)(W) = inf{t 2 T~-~(w), p((U,(t), Zi)r(Q(Tm-l(W)), Ii>) 2 E/4}, m 
and where p is the Euclidean metric on R’. 
Let 
W,‘“‘( 8, T) = ‘(“f sup p(<U,( t, w), z,>, (U,( 
f , f,%S,f<f,+, 
s, w)9 Ii))}> 
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where {tJ satisfies 
0 = to < t, < ... <t,-, < T< t,, min O<isr(ti - ti-l) 2 6 ’ O* 
It is well known (Holley and Stroock [91), that 
{l?w’(e) > 8) c {Wo(6,T) I E}. (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.1. Condition (Ti) is satisfied. 
Proof. We give the proof for k = 1; the proof for k = 2,. . . , m is 
similar. Let f(q) = (l/n)Cyzlq(i), 77 E .ZTn. Then 
fi@).f(v) = i C q(v(ih(i) + k)[f(v + kei) -f(~lI 
i=l keZ+ 
+ i ,i v(i) It [f(77 + ej) -f(T)] 
r=l j=l 
= iicl ,tc, q(@)97G) + k)k + j!&di) 
+ 
(2.7) 
EP’“‘f( x’“‘( q) = ,ypcn)-( x’“‘( s)) + /II du EPc”‘!An(n)f( X’“‘( u)) 
I Epcny( X’“‘( s)) 
+[du[(A(l) + l),@“If(X’“‘(u)) + M(l)]. (2.8) 
Then from Gronwall’s inequality 
Epcn)f( X(“)( t)) 5 Ep’“‘f( X(“)(O))exp{ (A( 1) + 1) t) 
+M(l)~‘dsexp{(A(l) + l)s}, 
and, therefore, 
sup EP’“‘f( X(“)( t)) I EP’“‘f( X(“)(O))exp( (A( 1) + l)T} 
t<T 
+ wj ‘exp{ (A( 1) + l)s} ds 
0 
= B(1, T). (2.9) 
This implies that condition (2.1) is true. 0 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let 
<fi,)k = inf(t 2 s, fk( X’“‘( t)) > M}, 
where fJq) = (l/n)Zy= Iq(i>k. Then 
(2.10) 
sup sup P(n)(?$;k < T) = 0. 
M+m n 
(2.11) 
Proof. We give the proof for k = 1; the proof for k = 2,. . . , m is 
similar. Let (p(v) = f(q) + M(l)/h,, A, = (A(1) + 1). By (2.8), 
EP’“~( X’“‘( t)) 2 EP(“)cp( X’“‘( s)) + /r du EP(“‘(Aof( X’“‘( u)) + M( 1)) 
s 
= EPcn)cp( X’“‘( s)) + Ao(’ du EP’“‘cp( X’“‘( a)). 
s 
According to Gronwall’s inequality, 
EP’“$( X@)( t)) I Epcnb( X(“)( S))expfA,( t - s)}, 
so 
EP’“)cp(X(n)( t))expf -A&} 5 EP(“)(p(Xcn)( s))exp{ -A,s}. 
By using the same method, one obtains 
EP(‘)((p( X(“)( t))exp{ -A,t}lA) s EP(“((p(X(“)(s))exp{ -A,s)iA) 
VA E q(x(“‘), (2.12) 
and therefore cp(X(“)(t))exp( -A,t) is a supermartingale, 
e-*oTA4 . Pcn)($ll < T) 
I E’@)exp{ -A,(T A ?g,)l)}cp(X(“)(T A f$,),)) 
M(l) < EP(n)+(“)(0)) = EP’“‘f(X(n)(0)) + 7; 
0 
therefore from (1.13) 
p(n)( $I1 < T) 5 ; M(l) EP(@f(x(“)(o)) + h, + 0 asM+m 
uniformly in IZ. 0 
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LEMMA 2.3. Condition (Tiii) is satisfied. 
Proof This follows from (U,(t ), Zj> s 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Condition (Tiv) is satisfied. 
Proof For K > 0, 
P(“‘(6,T( E) -< S) I Pcn)( S;( e) I 6, MT(w) i K, AM) + P@)( AL) 
+ P@)(JYT( w) > K, A,) 
=J,+JJ,+J,, (2.13) 
where A, = b: SUP, s #,k o), 1x1”) s MI. 
Let Pi::* be the regular conditional probability distribution of PC”) 
given E,. By Lemma 2.2 it is clear that for each u > 0, T E (0, M), there 
exists M > 0 such that 
sup Pcn)( A&) < u. 
n 
(2.14) 
Let a = <UJT~?~(W*)), Z,), and define 
i 0, IY - al < .5/l& 
f,(Y) = 
I 
I7 
ly - al > E/K 
161y-al E & 
& ’ 
82ly-al2.G. 
It is easy to prove that If,(x) - f,(y)1 I (16/~)Ix - yl and 
(wfa,(Wn(s)7 u>l 
x f,((Un(S),Zj> f (li(XjyS) + k) - I,(xjys)))n-‘) 
I 
- f,(<Un(s)7 Ii>) + ; ,g Xj’“‘(s) kgl f,(Mu 4) 
l-1 
+(zj(xfys) + 1) - zi(x~‘(s)))q -fa((v,(s)7Zi))l 
I f; g [ c q(xp(s):xj(“ys) + k)lkl +x;.q 
j-1 kEr\ 
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Therefore from Lemma 2.1, we have 
5 S(A + BM,)IgQo*), (2.15) 
where M,(M) = sup{EPJ”‘(Un(~), Ixlm), (U,(O, w), 1x1”) 5 M, 0 I s I T, 
n 2 11 and 
By using the method of Lemma 2.1, one obtains M,(M) < m. Let 
R,(M) = A + BM,(M). Then it follows that (since by (2.15) the (rp) - 
up? 1) stochastically dominate independent random variables uniformly 
distributed on [O, l/R,(M)]) 
lim supP’“‘( N,( 0) > RT( M)log( Rr( M)), AM) = 0 
M-m n 
and 
@)( a:( &) 5 8, NT(~) s &( M)b( &‘( M)), ‘%,) 
5 1 _ (1 - RT(M)~)RJ(M)‘og(XJ(M)). 
Given E’ > 0, take M sufficiently large that P(“)(A’,) I ~‘/3 and 
supP’“‘( A$( CU) > I$-( M)log( RT( M)), A,,,,) I d/3. (2.16) 
n 
Then choose 6 sufficiently small that 
(1 _ RT(M)S)RJ’M)‘og(RJ’M)) 2 1 _ E’/3. (2.17) 
Therefore for each E’ > 0 we can choose 6 > 0 such that P(“)(Sz(&) < 6) 
< E’ uniformly in IZ and i so that condition (Tiv) is satisfied. 0 
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By Lemma 2.1 the tightness condition (Ti) is satisfied. By Lemma 2.3 
and Lemma 2.4, we know that for each i, (U,( * 1, Z,> are weakly compact. 
By using the same method, it is not difficult to prove that for each i and j, 
(UJ.1, Zi + Ii> are weakly compact so that tightness condition (Tii) holds. 
Combining the two facts above, we have 
LEMMA 2.5. IV,,: n 2 1) is weakly compact in D,(8(Z+)). 
Proof of theorem 1.1. Define SPJZ,) = ({q/J? i E Z,), ni E Z,, 
ciEZ +ni = NJ. Obviously U, is a Markovian measure-valued process on 
D,(LP~(Z+)) and its generator is 
GMF(~) = c niq(i,j) f (CL, CP) + 
[i 
cp(i) - di> 
N -f((Wd) 
i, jEZ+ 1 
-f(<Wf+) 7 (2.18) 1 
where Jo E PM(Z+>, cp E f(Z+>, f E Ci(R’> = If: R’ --$ R’, f” is 
bounded), and F&CL) = f((p, cp>>. 
By Taylor’s expansion, 
CvW4 = j&Wf Y(cLd) b(x, Y>(CP(Y) - 4~)) 
+(I WW) )I y /GY)f’((ll&W(Y + 1) - cp(Y)) 
+ 0(1/N). (2.19) 
According to Lemma 2.5, for each (nl} C {n}, there exists in”} C {n’} and a 
measure-valued process {U(t), t 2 0) such that U,,, converges weakly to U 
as .” + w; Pm denotes the distribution of U. From (2.1) and (2.19) it is 
easy to prove that P, is a solution to the martingale problem with respect 
to G, where 
WP) = f ‘(h d)b, Q,&. 
From this and Lemma 2.1 we obtain the martingales 
M,“’ = (u(t), cp> - /&U(s), QuCs,‘p) (2.20) 
0 
Mt(2) = (u(t), dd2 - 2L?U(s), ~>(U(S), Q,,,4> ds. (2.21) 
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Then 
W(f),d = W(s),d + /?U(U),Q~& du + M,“’ - M,c”. 
s 
Therefore, 
(M”‘(t))‘= <W),d’- 2(Ll(t),~)~f(U(s),Q~~,,rp)ds 
+ 
i, 
2 
‘W(s) , Qucs,d ds 
0 1 
= (W), d2 - 24-,r(W, d(W), Qr,& ds 
- 
2/f(?W), Qu,,,dW(s), Quc,,d duds 
0 s 
- 2Lr( M”‘( t) - M”‘( s))W( s), Qucs,d ds 
(1 i 
2 + fWO~ Qu& ds 
0 
= (U(0)) cp>2 + fw2’( t) - lw2’(0) 
- 2h’( M”‘( f ) - M”‘(s)) W( s) , Q,,,,> ds. 
Since {M”‘(t): t 2 O} is a martingale, one obtains 
Ep-j-j@(~) - M”‘( s))<U( s), Qu~s,~D> ds 
= (jEpmEpm( M( r) - M( s)i z )(U( s), Quc,,p> ds 
0 
= 0, 
where z = a{U(s’): s’ I s}, so 
P’-(M”‘(~))~ = b?‘+U(r), q) - k@(s), Q,,,d) ds]’ 
= (W(O), d)‘. 
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This means that 
<u(t),cp> - J,IW(s)~Qv~s,‘p)d~ = W’)d~P~ a.s. (2.22) 
Therefore U(t) = u(t), P, a.s., where ~4.) is the unique solution of the 
nonlinear master equation (1.6). The uniqueness of P, then follows as in 
Feng and Zheng [61. 0 
3. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM IN THE SENSE 
OF FDD CONVERGENCE 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 by extending the argument of 
Shiga and Tanaka to the unbounded case. In order to accomplish this 
there are two steps that need to be carried out: (i) to estimate 
E”A”(t, A, * )Y, y = 1,2; and (ii) to extend Lemma 2.5 in Shiga and 
Tanaka [18] to the unbounded case. We can then follow their approach to 
complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Although (i) was obtained by F. Xi 
[22], we include it because his paper is available only in Chinese. 
Let Q = (4 (i, j))i, j E E be a totally stable and conservative Q-matrix. 
(a, 9,9) is a complete probability space. (X(t, 0): 0 I t < a(o), o E fi] 
is the minimal Q-process, where a(o) g lim, --tm 7,(w) and rO(w) = 0, 
~,+r(w) = inf{t > r,(w): X(t, w) # X(7,(o), w)]. E is a countable set. Let 
Jqt,A,w) = #{m:O <T,(W) I t,X(Tm(0),W) EA} (3.1) 
m(t,i, A, r) = E%V(t, A), rr 1, (3.2) 
where Pi is the rcpd of P( * IX(O) = i). By using the ideas in Hou and Guo 
[lo], one obtains the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For jixed A c Z,, i E E, r 2 1, m(t, i, A, r) is the mini- 
mal nonnegative solution of the equation 
Xi(t) = kFiq( i, k)i’e-q@x’-‘?y,( s) ds 
r-l 
+ jE$i,q(iyj)u~I( ~)~tepq(ixrps’m(s, j, A,v) ds 
+ C q(i, j)(l - eeq(‘)‘)/q(i), 
i EA\C) 
(3.3) 
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and m(A, i, A, r) A 10” dt e-“*m(t, i, A, r) is the minimal nonnegative solu- 
tion of the equation 
Xi(A) = C 
k#i 
+ c 4(i, j) 
jEA\{i) (’ + q(i))A ’ 
(3.4) 
LEMMA 3.2. 
m(t,i,E,l) = c/‘p(s,i,j)q(j)ds 
i O 
(3.5) 
m(t,i, E,2) s 2$ ~lblb-‘p(s,i,j)p(v,j,~)q(k) dvds, (34 
where p(t, i, j> is the transition function of the minimal process. 
Proof. Take A = E, r = 1. It is easy to verify that Cip(A, i, j)q(j)/A is 
the minimal nonnegative solution of the equation 
Xi(*) = C [q(i, k)/(* + q(i))lXk(h) + di)/(A + 4(i)) . A, 
k#i 
where p(A, i, j) = /r dte-“‘p(t, i, j), so 
m(*,i,E,l) = Cp(A,i,j)q(j)/A, 
and therefore (3.5) is true. 
Take A = E, r = 2. From (3.41, m(A, i, E, 2) is the minimal nonnegative 
solution of 
Xi(A) = c [di9 k)/(A + di))lXk(‘) 
k#i 
+ 2 c [q(i, j)/( * + s(i>)]m(*, j, E, 1) 
j#i 
+ qW/[(* + 4(wq. 
It is easy to verify that 2Cjp(A, i, j)m(A, j, E, 1) is the minimal nonnega- 
tive solution of the equation 
Xi(A) =c q(i, k) * + 4(i) X,(A) + bZ(h, 1, E, 1). k#i 
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From Hou and Guo [lo] one obtains m(h, i, E, 2) I 2Cjp(h, i, j> 
m(h, j, E, l), yielding (3.6). 0 
Now we turn to the nonhomogeneous case. We have 
LEMMA 3.3. 
E”M( t, E)’ < w, r = 1,2. (3.7) 
Proof. From Feng and Zheng [6, Lemma 2.31, there exists 
(P”, IZ 2 l} c P(&(Z+)> such that P” converges to u as 12 + ~0 and P” 
is homogeneous on [k/n,(k + 1)/n]. F rom Feng and Zheng [6], it is easy 
to show that there exists C,, C, such that 
~~o;(P.(x(~+h)=xlx(+)-l)rclx+C,, Vn21, 
(3.8) 
and 
sup EPnX(t) I C, < 03. 
Ol?lT 
(3.9) 
Let P& be the rcpd of P”(- IX(s) = x), Eslx = E’:,. Then 
E;,,N(T, E) = E,“,i#{~,: 7, I T} 
k k+l 
r,,,:-y,,,1y- 
k k+l 
rm: - I T,,, I - . (3.10) 
n n 
From (3.5) one obtains 
k+l 
= E~,iE~/n,x(k/n~# 1r,I- n 
5 E;,i il’n C ‘k;n,X(k/n) 
jeE 
(x(X .,) =i)(c,~+c,)dr 
= l,“nE;,i( C,X(; + s) + C2) ds, 
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and therefore 
EP’?,v( T, E) I ;col l,i’“Epcn’( C,X(; + s) + C2) ds I C,T. (3.11) 
Next we want to prove that M(t, E, w) is a lower semi-continuous 
function of W. For this purpose, choose arbitrary w, 2 w; this means 
there exists a family of functions {A,, IZ 2 1) such that h,(t) + t as it + UJ 
and for each E > 0, there exists an M> 0 such that for each n > A” and 
w(T~(w)) # W(TJW) - 1, TJW) I T, one has 
and 
\On(An(Ti(W))) - w(Ti<w>>l < ’ (3.12) 
Iwn(h,(Ti(w) - 6)) - W(Ti(W) - S)l ’ &, ” ’ O. (3’13) 
Therefore, 
+W(Ti(W) - S) + W(T, 4 
I 
WI) - W(Ti(W) - S>I 
-l”n(An(Ti(w))) - w(Ti<u>>l 
- I@n(An(Ti(“‘)) - ‘)I] 
- 24 = 1 - 2E > 0. 2 lzi [lW(Ti(co)) - w(q(w) - 6)( 
6-O 
This means 
Vn > c/V’, IWn(A,(Ti(0))) - Wn(A,(Ti(W) - ‘))I 2 1 - 2~ > 0, 
(3.14) 
so A’(T, E, w) I en,, Jy(T, E, w,); i.e., JZ/(T, E, w) is lower semi- 
continuous. 
From (3.11) and Fatou’s lemma, 
E?Jy(T, E) I lim E%%“(T, E) s C,T < CQ. 
n-m 
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Similarly, 
E:,i~2(T, E) 
h 
But from (3.6) 
s 2c c jl’“p/,n,X(k,n) 
j 1 o 
(Xi?---v) =j) 
x uP” 
/ 
k+l 
o (k+Wn-u,j -+s-V 12 
(Cl1 + C,) dsdv 
+s-v ) = 4(CJ + C2) dsdv 
(3.16) 
Therefore, 
x(C,l + C,) dsdv 
= 2k1’np&( C,X( T + s - v) + C2) dsdv. (3.17) 
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Therefore from (3.91, 
E5N2( T, E) I sup EP”M2( T, E) 
?l>l 
I T2(C, + C,). 0 
Now we proceed to extend Lemma 2.5 in Shiga and Tanaka [18]. 
Following their approach and using the estimate of Lemma 3.3 it is easy to 
prove 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) For any A c Z,, 
2( t , A, w ) is a u-martingale, (3.18) 
(ii) for any A,, A, c Z,, 
&t, A,, +@ A,, 0) - /IQ.,,,(+), A, nA2) A (3.19) 
0 
is a u-martingale. 
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Define 
&I( x, x’, Y) = 
4(x, Y) + x’ A M, y=x+l, 
4(x, Y>? y zx + 1,y +x, (3.20) 
0, Y =x, 
/ ( z+ 
Mq Xi> xj’ ~Y)AY~( ~1, * * * 9 x:n) 9 
(3.21) 
where MP(n) is the unique solution to the martingale problem with respect 
to Mfi@‘), and Mu is the solution of the nonlinear master equation with 
E(X(t) A M) instead of EX(t). Following Lemma 2.5 in Shiga and 
Tanaka [18], one obtains 
LEMMA 3.5. For each n 2 1, ,,,P(“) and u@” are mutually absolutely 
continuous and 
(d ,P(“)/du@“)( o) = exp MHF( w) (3.22) 
- a( i gl ~l,&.fq(ui(s)r uj(s)) - i q(wi(s)7 .(r))) ds 
1 i=l 
(3.23) 
for w = (q,. . . ) u,J E DT(ZTn), where 
Mqr(X,x’, Y) = 
Mq(X, x’, 4) 
Q,& dy) 
(Y) 
q(x,y) +x’Afv 
y=x+l 
= 4(x, Y) + /, X’u(t?h’) ’ (3.24) 
+ 
1, yzx+l. 
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The following lemma is found in J. Zheng and X. Zheng [25]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let _G, c [O, a~) be a bounded open set, G, c Z+, G = 
G, x G,, and Q(u), Q(u) be two non-homogeneous Q-matrices satisfying 
Q<u)f(i) = e<u>f<i>Y V(u,i) E G, f~ b(Z+), (3.25) 
and assume that the corresponding minimal Q-processes are honest. Let 
(PJ, @J-be the corresponding laws; then for each (s, i) E G, P,,, coin- 
cides with P,, i on z, where 7 = inf{t 2 s, (t , X(t )) E G). 
Now we are in the position to extend Lemma 2.5 in Shiga and Tanaka 
[HI. We obtain 
LEMMA 3.7. For each n 2 1, PC”) and u@” are mutually absolutely 
continuous and 
(dP(“)/du@“)( w) = exp H;(w) (3.26) 
W(w) = lk/ 
j=l [O,flXZ+ 
log $ ,e qs(Wi(s ->,Wj(s -),Y) Jy ds,&,Wi) 
J=l 1 
- 
/bi i $ fI q(Wi(s)tWj(s)) - Ik q(Wi(s), U(s))) ds. 
r-l j=l i=l 
(3.27) 
Proof: TV (A infIt > 0, w(t) @ [O, Ml”) is a stopping time. Obvi- 
OUS~Y, TM ?m as M --j 03, so TM f 9QIT(Z~‘9>. From Lemma 3.6 and 
= wf(x, ,...) x,), V(x, )...) XJ E [O,M]“, (3.28) 
it follows that 
P(@( A) = MP(n)( A), VA E EM. (3.29) 
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Define @‘(A) = (,M~(w)u@“(dw), where M;(w) = exp H;(w). It is 
easy to check that lim M+m MM:(~) = M:(w); so from Fatou’s lemma, 
I lim - / M;u@“(dw) = 1. (3.30) 
M-m M 
For each A E 9’&, by using (3.241, 
= P(n)( A n [ 7M I T]) + MP(n)( A n [TV > T]) 
= W)(A n [ 7M I T]) + P)( A n [TV > T]) 
+ 0 + W(A) 
and therefore PC”) = pCn). This yields (3.26) and (3.27). 0 
(3.31) 
Now we sketch an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2 as in Shiga and 
Tanaka [18]. The cornerstone of the proof is the Dynkin-Mandelbaum 
theorem which follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose {h,)z= 1 sattijies the following: for each k 2 1, 
h, E L&,,,,(v@~), and 
/ hk(Xl7 . * *, xk-l, x)u(ak) = 0, uBckpl) a.s. (x1,. . . , x~-~). (3.32) 
Then 
{neki2c$( h,): k > 1) converges to - 
i . 
-&(h,); k 2 1 asn --) 03 
(3.33) 
in the sense of convergence of finite dimensional distributions, where 
( 
c hk( Xi,, . . . > xi,) forn 2 k 
a,“(hk) = Isi,< ... <i,ln (3.34) 
0 forn <k, 
U,(4): 4 E L*(v)} is a centered Gaussian field satisfying 
~(&#44(9)} = (4, #)L%Jh (3.35) 
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and the multiple Wiener integral Z,(h$) is defined by the relation 
kcl G&(h$) = em{ tZ,( 4) - ~lM~~~~v~), 4 E L2(v), (3.36) 
where 
h$ = l,h$‘(x, ,..., xk) = 4(x,) *e* 4(xk), k = 1,2,... . 
For general h, E L,,, (vBk), Zk(hk) is obtained by taking an appropri- 
ate limit of Z,(h$‘). Following Lemmas 1.2, 1.3, 2.6, and 2.7 in Shiga and 
Tanaka [18], it is easy to prove the following four lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that Trace A” = 0 for all n 2 2. Then 
Eexp{+Z,( f)} = exp{i trace AA*}, (3.37) 
where 
f(x, y) = a(x, y) + a(y, x> - /a(x, z)a(y, z)u(dz). (3.38) 
LEMMA 3.10. Assume the same condition as in Lemma 3.9. Then Z - A 
is invertible and for any 4 E L2(v): 
= exp { -t(ll(Z-A)-l”ll)~Zc.) - TraceAA*.). (3.39) 
LEMMA 3.11. 
limZf;(w,,... ,w,) = iZ,(f) - iTraceAA* (3.40) 
n+m 
in the sense of convergence of probability distributions. 
LEMMA 3.12. Trace A” = 0 for all n 2 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let any C$ E L2(D,, u) be fixed. By Lemma 3.7, 
E”“‘[exp{J-l(~(Un - u), $)}I 
= EL‘@” 1 n- C~-J=$,~(W,) +fG(wj,...,yJ . (3.41) II 
It follows from Lemma 3.11 that exp Z-Z;(w) converges as n + m to 
exp{i(Z,(f> - Trace AA*)) in distribution. Noting Lemma 3.12 we can 
apply Lemma 3.9 and obtain 
E”@“[exp{~(Z2(f) - Trace AA*)}] = 1. (3.42) 
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Hence (exp H$w)) is uniformly integrable. Also, using Lemma 3.8 again, 
m 
ew 
is uniformly integrable and converges 
iZ,(f) - $ Trace AA*} in distribution. 
3.10 
as n + m to exp(J-lZ,($) + 
Therefore, we have by Lemma 
= E[exp{mZ,($) + iZ,( f) - i Trace AA*)] 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 
4. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM IN THE SENSE OF S' CONVERGENCE 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 it suffices to show that 
{& II 2 1) is tight in D,<S’>. An important tool for proving tightness in 
jump mean-field models is the following theorem obtained by D. Aldous 
111. 
THEOREM 4.1. For IZ = 1,2,. . . , ~0, let X,, be processes in D, where D 
denotes the set of right continuous functions with left-hand limits on a 
complete and separable space. Assume that 
fdd 
X” -+ -L, (4.1) 
X, is continuous, (4.2) 
for each 3 > E > 0, L > 0, there exists 1 2 S > 0 such that 
liminf T&JL,e,S) > 0. (4.3) n-m 
Then X,, 1! X. Here T,(L, E, S) is the supremum of r 2 0, such that for 
each stopping time T for X satisfying P(T I L) 2 e we have 
P(X(T + 6’) -X(T) < &IT < L) 2 r, ail 0 < 6’ I S (4.4) 
and 
P(X(T + S’) -X(T) 2 -&IT IL) 2. T, all 0 < 6’ IS. (4.5) 
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In Section 3 we have established that for (b E AZ,), (J&j, 4) is 
asymptotically Gaussian and 
where Var” denotes the variance with respect to E" and K is a constant. 
The existence of a continuous version of J&j can then be obtained by a 
standard argument. In order to apply Theorem 4.1 we first need a series of 
lemmas based on coupling a system of II independent copies of the 
process with generator R, and the interacting system X’“’ as follows. Let 
IX,(t), . . . , X,,(t)) be an independent family with generator 
+ E”Xi(t)[f(T +ei) -f(77)1. (4.6) 
We introduce the following coupled generator 
-q(t(i),t(i) + k))+[f(q +kei,t) -f(~~t)l 
+(4(5(i),@) + k) - q(+h(i) +k))+ 
X[f(v,t +kei) -f(~yt)l 
+(q(v(i),T(i) +k) * qMW(i) +k)) 
x [ f(~ + kei,5 + kei) -ft~,5)1) 
+ Ilu(t)lll - k j$l?(j) + [fC17,5 + eil -f(77,5)] 
( 1 
+((y + u t j 
n ,X17(1) II ( )lli [f(?7 +ei,t+ei) -f(7795)1 T 
1 
fE b(Zyy,?J,5 E zy. (4.7) 
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The reaction part of the operator was introduced by Chen [3]. It is easy to 
check that the marginal operators are sZ@) and OF’, respectively. Under 
(1.8), there exists a unique solution P -w) to the martingale problem with 
respect to a’,“); its marginal distributions are P@) and u@” respectively. 
LEMMA 4.2. ifE”~2(X,(t)> < ~0, then 
2 E”~” L i (b(Xi( t)) - E”4(Xi(t))) ~ i=l I 
= EU[4(X,W) - E”4(X,tt))]2 < 03. (4.8) 
Pro05 From the independence of {X,, . . . , X,1, 
1 
=- E”‘” n j$l (4(Xi<t>) - E”~/X.o))]2 
+lc,E”[4(X,(t)) -E”4(Xi(t))I .E”[4(X,(t)) -E”4(Xi(t>)] 
= E”[4(Xi(t)) - E%,b(X,(t))]2 < a. tl 
Now we define 
%(77,5) = $-pG~ - SWL (4.9) 
Using the condition (1.4) and the coupled generator ai,“” we can obtain 
the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. 
sup sup E%;( X(“‘( t), X(t)) < ~11. (4.10) 
IIT n21 
LEMMA 4.4. For each 4 E 9, 
C4*11) 
Proof Obviously, there exists L(4) < 03 such that 
14(x> -4(Y)l I~(4)lX-YL VX,Y EZ+, 
so (4.11) follows from Lemma 4.3. 0 
(4.12) 
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LEMMA 4.5. For each C#I E 9, 
sup sup EP’“’ 
t<T ntl 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.2, and the fact that 
2 2,5”“’ (k c (4(xicn’<t)) - Scxi([ ))* 
I 1 
+ 2E”@’ 
LEMMA 4.6. For each C#J E 9, 
sup sup E @[(i + w) p( X’“‘( t)) ] * < w, (4.14) 
tsTn>l 
where t,‘“)(rl) = (l/h)C~=,,(~(~(i)) - (u(t), 4)). 
f’roof From @/at>(u(t), 4) = (u(t), f&4>, 
x [$(X’“‘(t) + k) - c$(X’“‘(t))] 
-EUkFA4(X(‘)T xi(‘) + ‘1 
-4(xi(t) + ‘) + 4Cxi<‘>>] 
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If 4 E 9, then CkE ,.,q(*, * + k)[t#~(* + k) - 4C.l E 9, since 
d-7 . , + k) is a polynomial of degree m for each k; so by Lemma 4.4 and 
Lemma 4.5, 
5 4 EP’“‘J;( X(“‘( t)) + E”“!J$( X’“‘( t), X(t)) 
I 
uniformly in n 2 1 and t 5 T. 0 
LEMMA 4.7. For each 4 E 9, 
uniformly in n. 
Prooj From (4.14) one obtains 
+ fp) &w( X’“‘( t )) ) 
= J1( X’“‘( t)) + J2( X’“‘( t) , X( t>) + J3( X’“‘( 9) (4.16) 
p(n) sup J1( X’“‘( t)) > 2M 
t<T 1 
+P’ supIM(r)I 2M 
t<T 1 =I, +z,, (4.17) 
where M(t) = /; ds(a/as + R(“))J,(X(“)(s)) - J1(Xcn)(t)> is a martingak. 
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From Lemma 4.6 and C$ E 9, 
uniformly in n; 
z2 I Pen) (supM(r) M) + P'"'($l4(t) I 44) = z3 + z4. 
t<T 
From Ikeda and Watanabe [ll] and Lemma 4.6, 
+O asM-+ccl 
uniformly in n. Similarly, 
Z, _< (-Ep'"'A4(0) +Ep"'(M(T): $iM(T) > 44)); -+ 0 
uniformly in IZ. Therefore, 
PC") 
[ 
sup J1( X’“‘( t)) L M 1 * 0 asM-+m (4.18) t<T 
uniformly in n; 
F(n) sup J*( X(“)( t) ) X(t)) 2 2M 
t<T 
= I, + z,, (4.19) 
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where M(t) = 10’ ds fiZ(s”!12(X(“)(s), X(s)> - Jz(Xcn)(t), X0>>, and 
WV,( X’“‘( t), X(t)) 
= $ ; [q(X’“‘(t), Xi’“‘(t) + k)(~(xp(t) + q - @p(q) 
-q(Xj(t), Xi(t) + k)($(Xi(t) + k, - i(xi(t>))] 
+&cl ,-I i 
$ ,g (x,‘“‘(t) - Ilu(t)ll1)(5qX’“‘(~) + 1) 
- 
6(x. (9))) 
(n) 
1 
+ ll~(1)lll~ i$l [&PV>) - wG<~)>l 
= z,(Xyt),X(f)) + z,(x(“)(t)) + z&p’(t), X(f)), (4.20) 
where &qi) = c#J(~~ + 1) - 4(qi). 
From Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, by using the same method as in the Proof of 
(4.18), one obtains 
zZpcn sup J2( X’“‘( t), x(t)) 2 A4 
[ t<T 1 + 0 asM+m (4.21) 
uniformly in IZ, and 
= iiCl yX!“‘tw?v) + Jq 
x(cqxp(l) + 1) - $(x/n)(q)) 
x $ ,$ xi’“‘(t) 4wll1 
i J-1 I 
+-L 5 
hj=l(j=l ' ) 
k Xvyt) [tj(xi'"'(t) + 1) - 5qxiw)l 
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Then it is not difficult to prove that 
sup sup E 
t<T nrl 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
By using the same method as in the proof of (4.18), one obtains 
PC”) 
[ 
sup J,(X’“‘( t)) 2 M 
t<T 1 + 0 asM-+oc (4.24) 
uniformly in n. From (4.18), (4.21), (4.241, and (4.16), it follows that (4.15) 
is true. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let C$ E 9. Then 
= ~,(~‘(X(~)(t)) - ps(; + n’“‘js)n’(x’nys,) 
+ h ; + n+n’(x’n~(s)). 1 i 0 (4.25) 
From Lemmas 4.6 and 4.5, one obtains 
sup sup E p(n) 
t<T nrl 
I C,(T) < cc, 
so from AIdous [l, Proposition 1.21 and the fact that 
(4.26) 
is a martingale, we know that for each E, L > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such 
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that 
l&lrxJL,E,8) = lY(L,&,6) > 0, 
n-m 
where 
Define 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
Suppose T is a stopping time satisfying 
inf P@)(T 5 L) 2 E. (4.29) 
n 
Define 
From Lemma 4.7, we can choose M satisfying 
supP(A.( T, M)) < 
r(L,E,a) 
n 
2 * E, 
and therefore for each 6’ < 6, 2 E/M, 
> 1 _ fvn(~m) qL,E,a) 
- 21- 
& 2. 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
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Hence for each 6’ < 6 A S,, 
F( X,( 7 + S’) - X,(T) + Y,( 7 + S’) - Y,(T) 5 2&b 5 L) 
2 pcn)( x,( 7 + 6’) - x,,(T) 2 & n Y,( 7 + 8’) - Y,(T) I & 17 I J!,) 
2 P’“‘(x,(T + 8’) -x,(T) 5 &IT 5 L) 
- P’“‘(Y,(T + 6’) - Y,(T) > &IT’< L) 
2 l-(L,E,i3) - 
q L, E, 6) 
2 
= q L, E, 6)/2. (4.33) 
By symmetry, there exists 8 > 0, such that for each S’ < 3, 
infJ’(“)((jy,( X(“)( 7 + 6’)) - ,$)(X'"'(T)) 2 - 2ElT I I!,) > 0. 
n 
(4.34) 
Thus the theorem follows from Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.1 of Mitoma [13], 
and Theorem 1.2. 0 
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